Honda odyssey map light not working

The problem is not much serious but certainly inconvenient if left repaired. But there is a
question why is your car cigarette lighter not working? Whatever be the reason, the lighter
sockets also offers several useful services such as charging GPS device, cams, phones, etc.
Before gathering some ways to fix the socket, at first, you need to know why you want to fix it.
Everyone can have some personal reasons behind this but below are some of the common
ones:. Now, you are aware of a few reasons to fix it in case your car cigarette lighter not
working correctly. Below are some ways to fix the defects. At first, you need to test the lighter
with the help of a circuit tester. Place the clip end of the test light to the outer frame of the
socket. Hold it on if clipping seems difficult. Next, use the longer end of the tester and try to
touch the back of the socket. If the light turns on, it means the lighter has power. In case it does
not, the problem lies in the fuse. So, replace it. In this case, the problem may exist inside the
lighter. The issue in the socket could be due to debris or any other random objects. To resolve
this, you will need to take out the whole socket and clean it thoroughly. Even after replacing the
fuse and cleaning the lighter, your cigarette lighter is not working, this means the cigarette
lighter is itself at fault. If you see burning signs in the lighter it means, it may have
short-circuited and you need to replace it with a new one. Further, also clean debris and other
elements to avoid future defects. These were a few ways to fix car cigarette lighter not working
properly. Rather than spending dollars on fixing it through a professional car service center, it
is better to learn some maintenance tips and do it yourself. Well, learning just a few tips would
be certainly of great help. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan. He
owns a car repair shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all that experience to good use in his
sharing posts. Leave A Reply Cancel Reply. Login with Google. Likes Followers Followers.
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password will be e-mailed to you. How do you know about the speed you are driving at? Well,
the speedometer is the instrument to look at when you want to know the instant speed readings.
Safety on the road depends on many factors and maintaining the right speed limit is one of
them. This could be dangerous on a road where driving at a low speed is essential for safe
driving. Also, you can get booked by a police officer for breaking the maximum speed limit.
Know the symptoms and reasons for a defective speedometer. Also, some suggestions and
advice would be helpful in deciding how to fix it. When the car speedometer not working, it
cannot translate that information coming from the ECU. The speedometer is completely dead!
An issue with the speed sensors or speedometer head is the reason. Worn out connecting
cables are the culprits in older cars. Check engine light comes on. It happens due to a faulty
sensor that cannot process the information received from the ECU. It also causes the
speedometer behaving erratically. Frequent changes in the readings. The problem also occurs
due to bad wiring or faulty sensors. Re-calibrating the sensors or repairing the wires will solve
the issue. Faulty readings. The speedometer shows wrong readings because it is calibrated to
the dimensions of the factory-fitted tires. The speedometers in modern vehicles use speed
sensors to calculate the speed while the older models make use of gears and wires for the same
purpose. A speedometer may stop working due to a bad sensor. Plus, the affected cruise
control can disrupt the driving functions of the car. Any problem with the sensor will make the
Check Engine light to come on. It monitors and controls multiple engine activities, including
speed. The wires can short out for many reasons, causing the fuse to blow out and stopping the
operation of the speedometer. It mainly happens in older cars. Depending on the type, there is
only one repair solution for a bad speedometer â€” replacing either the speed sensor or the
wiring. With proper knowledge about the mechanism of a motor vehicle, you can carry out the
repair job at your garage. Otherwise, taking professional help is the most logical thing to do.
Click here!!! Using a code scanner to examine the error codes is the first step to reach the root
of the trouble. Connecting the scanner to the ECU will help to pinpoint the failed components. It
is necessary to clear the error code to complete the repair process. Find the location of the
sensors and check them along with the wires connecting to them for any visible damage.
Replace the older one with the new unit in case if you have found any defect. The wires can
short or worn out in an older car and cause the fuse to blow out. Examine both wiring and the
fuse and replace the faulty ones. The entire ECU needs replacement. You can reset it but it will
only be a temporary fix. It will help the ECU to kick off the operation and start adjusting to the

other engine systems when the car is turned on. These are the repair processes that you should
resort to when the car speedometer not working. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of
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password will be e-mailed to you. Eddie spent 35 years in the automotive business with Honda.
This onboard computer runs your car so that it has optimum fuel economy and low emissions.
The PCM creates a code indicating what part or system is malfuntioning electrical system,
oxygen sensors, and so on. Your tech can get the code from the vehicle and look up its
meaning. Where should a mechanic start looking to find the problem? This small yellow light
labeled "maintenance indicator" is not the "check engine" light Honda Accord. Bonus question
1. Is the car running normally? If your car is running normally, and you have no problem driving
it, the problem is not so severe that you need to panic. Of course you should not ignore the
light; it is warning you of some problem with the emissions system. Just call your mechanic or
dealer to make an appointment within a reasonable amount of time. Bonus question 2. Is the
"check engine" light flashing? If it's flashing, it means you have a serious problem and you
really should not be driving your car. Hey Look At Me!!! Sometimes a technician will forget to
reinstall a connector to a sensor, or not snap the connector back together completely. Or he or
she may knock a connector loose while doing a minor service. On older Hondas, the oxygen
sensor is directly below the oil filter, so a technician removing the oil filter for a routine oil
change might spill oil onto the oxygen sensor. On this Honda Accord, you can see how the
oxygen sensor little rat-tailed item is located directly below the oil filter. You can imagine how
easy it is to dump oil on it. All Honda fuel caps have a ratcheting device built into the cap to
achieve a good seal and keep you from over-tightening the cap. When tightening your fuel cap,
be sure to turn it enough to hear at least three clicks; that ensures the proper torque was
applied. If your check engine light is on, simply check your fuel cap to make sure it is turned
three clicks. When the gas pump shuts off automatically, the tank is as full as it needs to be. To
keep gasoline fumes out of the atmosphere, modern United States cars are required to trap the
fumes and recycle them into the engine to be burned. Overfilling the tank can spill fuel into into
tiny vacuum lines and filters, which in turn can clog emission devices like the "evap canister"
being replaced in the three do-it-yourself videos at the end of this article. Soaking these devices
in gasoline will cause the "check engine" light to come on. Replacing the damaged parts could
be costly, but the time spent diagnosing the problem could be even costlier. Everyone likes all
the new gadgets available for cars these days, like back-up cameras, thunder-booming stereos,
remote car starters, high-intensity-discharge headlights, and rear entertainment systems, to
name a few. Check to see that all electronics in the vehicle are working properly e. If everything
is working properly, I would either test all the fuses using a test light or a voltage meter is the
fastest way to do that or return the vehicle to the person who did the work. After driving for a
while on the highway, your exhaust can get extremely hot; if you then happen to drive through a
deep puddle, it is possible for water to cool the oxygen sensor too quickly and crack the
material inside the sensor. The oxygen sensor is located under the vehicle, usually in or near
the catalytic converter where the temperature can exceed degrees. If this sounds like your
scenario, take your car to the dealer or your local mechanic. You can see both oxygen sensors,
front and rear, one in the front pipe before the catalytic converter and the other is in the center
of the catalytic converter. If you hit a puddle deep enough, you could actually submerge the
sensors. Water on the front or back carpet in your car will often be coming from the front of the
car somewhere; water flows towards the back because of acceleration, and because the floor is
tapered towards the rear of the vehicle. If the water is only visible on the rear carpet, the leak
may be in the rear of the vehicle. The most common cause of a water leak is the windshield;
sometimes a newly replaced windshield will leak. Water is very damaging to all electronic
devices just drop your smart phone in water and see what happens. Critters can cause all sorts
of problems in cars, from horrible smells to chewed wires. If you live or work in an area where
mice, rats, chipmunks. Given the chance, critters will build nests and store food for the winter,
and for some reason they like to chew wires. In fact, some car manufacturers assemble wire
harnesses wrapped with mouse-deterrent tape, no kidding. Replacing a wire harness is
daunting and time-consuming. In some cases, a failure in another part or system can cause

your "check engine" light to come on. Multiple warning lights illuminated on the dash don't
necessarily mean multiple problems, so don't panic. Cars that sit for a long period of time are
susceptible to a plethora of problems. Critters move in, batteries go dead, tires go flat, brake
rotors become rusted and cause a pulsation when applying the brakes, pulleys rust and cause
belts to squeak, and the list goes on. If you car sat for a while, your "check engine" light could
come on because a sensor or solenoid is stuck, or for other reasons. Have it checked out by an
honest mechanic; they are out there, you just have to find them. If you were not the last one to
drive your car and the "check engine" light is on, you need to start asking questions.
Sometimes family members or friends who borrow your car spill soda or coffee on the console
without telling you. If you want to try and diagnose the problem yourself, you will need to figure
out with the diagnostic code is telling you. Here is a guide to understanding the codes. You will
also need a scan tool. If you decide to buy on, choose one that will last for years. Vehicles are
only getting more sophisticated each year, so plan for the future. The OBD2 system covers and
later cars the OBD1 system that covers older ones may be included, depending on the device. I
recommend looking for these four time- and money-saving features:. And if you found this
information useful, why not share it for example, on Facebook or Twitter, using the buttons
above? Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for
personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters.
Eventually the engine light came on a week later. We replaced the fuel cap with a new one
purchased from Honda. The engine light is still on and it was replaced 2 days ago. Does the
system need time to reboot itself or should we be getting the car looked at? Answer: If the light
doesn't go out within 3 days, you may need to have the system tested for other small leaks in
the system or parts that are not working correctly. Question: The engine light came on and
showed the check emission system message. I went to AutoZone to check the code. It showed
P I just had my emissions inspection about two weeks ago, and it passed. I filled up with gas
yesterday. Is there anything that would cause this that would correct itself? Answer: The
leaking exhaust gasket could be the cause of your problem. I recommend having that leak fixed
first. Then, drive the vehicle for a few days to see if the light goes out on it own. If it doesn't, you
may need to have further testing done. It's possible that you only need an O2 sensor, and not
the catalytic converter, but the O2 sensors needs to be tested by a mechanic who knows how to
test them. Answer: Yes, if the PCV valve is broken your engine will have a rough idle because of
the vacuum leak, and it will cause the check engine light to come on. Question: The check
engine light came on in my Honda Accord. What may be wrong? Answer: There are a lot of
things that can cause the check engine light to come on. Some common issues are O2 sensors,
evaporative emissions leaks, a loose gas cap, a misfire, spark plugs, low coolant, etc. I
recommend having the code checked; it will point you in the right direction. I just had a new
distributor installed last week. While driving it today, there was no noise, and it had power. I did
fill the gas tank up yesterday, and I did hear the gas cap click a few times. Today is Sunday. So
my mechanic has not looked at it, or knows what is going on. What do you think??? Answer: If
the engine is running well at idle and when driving, most likely you have an evaporator leak in
your emissions system. The code your mechanic will probably be either a P or P, canister or
canister vent shut valve. The car runs fine. I brought it to the mechanic, and he told me there is
an issue with my airbags? However, I thought the SRS light indicates an issue with seat belts or
airbags. What do you think? Answer: Find a new mechanic, the SRS light is the warning system
for the airbags and seat belts. Have another mechanic pull the code from your computer, and
you will be able to diagnose it from there. Answer: It's possible because some engine
components use oil pressure to work, so if the oil level is low, the component will not work
properly. Question: I have a Honda Accord. Both my engine light and traction control light are
on. What could this be? Answer: The check engine light will turn on the traction control light. I
recommend getting the code checked because there are a lot of things that can cause the check
engine light to come on. Once you know the code it will point you in the right direction.
Question: I had my car serviced after the check engine light came on. They said it was fixed, but
when I drove it, the light came back on. I took it back again and they worked on it. When I got it
back, the check engine light was out. I had my emissions inspection and they noticed the check
engine light was not lighting up. I think the mechanic disconnected it. How can I tell if he
disconnected it? Answer: Every time you start the car, the check engine light should illuminate
then go out - this is called a bulb check. If the mechanic disconnected the light, you will not see
it when starting the engine. Question: I have a Honda Oydessy. The check engine light came on
and showed all cylinders misfiring. We changed all ignition coils and spark plugs. Do codes
need to be cleared in order for the light to go off? Answer: Yes, or drive the car for three
complete drive cycles, the engine starts at cold and all the way to operating temperature, then
back down to cold is one cycle. If the code does not clear after three drive cycles, you may have

more than one problem. Question: I have a Honda CR-V and the oil pressure switch and timing
chain was replaced and the check engine light is still on? What could be? Answer: There are
several reasons for the check engine light being on, you will need to have the code read from
the cars data link connector, once you have the code it will point you in the direction of the
problem. Question: I have a honda civic ex-coupe. My check engine light was on a couple of
days ago so I put engine coolant in the reservoir, and the light went off shortly after driving it
later that day. Now the check engine is back on. What could be the problem? Answer: I don't
think it had anything to do with the coolant. You'll need to have the code checked and it will
point you in the right direction. The check engine light is on, but the engine runs smooth. I've
changed the vacuum canister and solenoid valve, and have a new gas tank cap. When I reset
the light it stays off for a while but then comes back on, what could it be? Answer: Not all check
engine lights are caused by a leak in the evaporative system or gas tank. Sometimes it's caused
by an O2 sensor, misfire, spark plug, spark plug wires, etc. If you know the code it would help to
diagnose your issue. Question: I have a Honda Accord and the engine light is flashing and when
I stop at a red light the car shakes and it feels like it is going to die what can the problem be?
Answer: Whatever it is, you shouldn't drive it with the check engine light flashing, you could
cause more damage. You'll need to have the code checked to give you an idea of what the
failure is. During the test drive, they had to jump the battery which caused the radio to need a
code, and when I turned on the heater the engine light came on. Do I have something to worry
about? Answer: Yes, you're paying too much for a car that has , on the engine and
transmission. I recommend finding something with a little less miles for that price. Question: I
"topped off" my gas tank and my engine light has been flashing along with the non-flashing,
triangular VSA warning for five days and approximately 45 miles. My car runs fine, no unusual
noises, etc. If this was caused by overfilling the gas tank, will the problem vanish on its own? If
not, how do I find a mechanic familiar with the computerized warning system? Answer: If the
check engine light is flashing, this means you are doing damage to the catalytic converter, and
the car should be towed to a garage. I recommend the manufacturer's garage because they
have the tools to diagnose the system. The problem you are having is not caused by overfilling
the gas tank. Your engine is misfiring and is not burning all the fuel that is going into the
cylinder, that's why the light is flashing: it's warning you that there is a damaging problem.
Question: My Honda Odyssey engine light came on, and a few weeks later started flashing.
There is some light blue fluid coming out. What could the problem be? Answer: If there is light
blue fluid leaking I recommend you get that checked first, it's possible you're low on coolant.
The check engine light flashing may be something different or could be connected with the
coolant leak. I recommend you have the vehicle towed to a garage and had these things
checked before driving it again; I would hate to see you damage the engine by driving it.
Question: My Honda Accord LX engine light came on this morning and isn't going off; it's not
blinking at all. What do you think the problem is? Have the code pulled and it will point you to
the problem area. Question: I have a Honda Accord Sport. I disconnected the battery, and the
check engine light turned on. I thought it was because the readiness codes cleared off. I heard
when this happens the light blinks and then turns off, but mine is still on, no flashing or
anything. Could the readiness codes keep it on until all the codes are back to normal, or is it
something else? Answer: Drive your car for a few days. If the light doesn't go out, have the code
checked, but drive it for a few days first; it may be something simple. Question: The engine light
on my Honda Pilot is on, and the D light for drive was flashing, but my car still runs regularly.
The ECO light also turns on and off as I drive. What's the problem? Answer: It all depends on
the code stored in the PCM. If it's a misfire code, most likely you'll need piston rings; it's very
common on the s. When the "D" light flashes, it means you have a transmission code that could
be a solenoid malfunction. Question: After driving for about 20 miles on the freeway, the check
engine light on my Honda Accord started flashing. When I stopped the car, I felt the car shake
and rumble, but it operated fine while driving. I looked up the symbol in the manual, and it says
something might be wrong with the emissions Is this possibly it? Should I take my car to the
local mechanic I use or to Honda? What do you think might be wrong and what are the possible
costs to fix it? Answer: There are a few possibilities for this scenario. It could be a fouled spark
plug, inoperative coil, faulty fuel injector, piston rings, etc. The check engine light is flashing
because there is a misfire and it could be causing damage to the catalytic converter. I
recommend having the Honda dealer check the code and give you an estimate of the cost of the
repair. Question: I have a problem no one can solve. It's been going on for maybe the past two
years. The fuel cap will go on. Then a couple of days later, the check engine light goes on. I
have tried new fuel caps twice. Now, the lock doesn't work. I am wondering if there is some
electrical problem going on? Question: My Accord EX check engine light is on, could this cause
my car to shut off when I stop? Answer: Absolutely, It could be a fouled spark plug, inoperative

coil, faulty fuel injector, etc It really depends on what is causing the problem. Check how the
engine is running. If it's skipping or hesitating that's a definite red flag. Question: I had fueled
my car, and the same day the engine light came on. I don't top off. I phoned the dealership, and
they said to unwind gas cap and put it back on. I did, but the light is still on. What is your advice
on the engine light issue? Answer: For the check engine light problem, you'll need to have the
code pulled from the computer if the light doesn't go out after three days of driving. If it were a
gas cap code it would clear itself in about three days after the problem was fixed tightening the
gas cap. The AC issue is most likely a problem with the compressor clutch. The compressor
clutch is most likely worn, and the gap is too wide to engage after the compressor is warm. The
fix is to replace the AC compressor clutch or complete compressor assembly. Question: My
Civic's check engine light came on today. I read your article and none of it seems to apply. It
seems to be running fine? Answer: If the engine is running normal then the problem may be in
the canister side of the emission system. I recommend having someone read the code on the
cars computer with a scan tool to find out the code. Once you know the code it will point you in
the right direction on what is failing in your vehicle and is causing the light to be on. Question: I
filled up my Honda pilot, and the check engine light came on, why? Answer: Maybe you didn't
tighten the gas cap three clicks? The only way to know for sure is to have the code pulled from
the computer. If it is the gas cap, tighten it three clicks and drive the vehicle for three days, if
that was the problem, the light should go off, if not you'll need to have the code pulled.
Question: I have a Honda CRV changed the starter, alternator, and air hose - the check engine
light comes on before starting and doesn't go off. The car is running well. Is it merely a reset
that is needed, or should I recheck everything? Answer: Definitely recheck everything, drive it
for 3 days, if the light doesn't go out, have the code checked. Question: I have a 02 Accord, 4
cylinder. Also, the distributor is not getting power to the plugs. Answer: Not usually, no. I
recommend having the distributor base checked for any play in the shaft and also check the
ignitor. If all looks good, check the main relay under the dash on the driver's side near the
steering column. I got as far as Nebraska, when someone nearly ran me off the road, and I
suddenly had to accelerate. That's when the check engine light came on. The fluids are good,
and the car was running fine prior. Answer: The check engine light can come on for a lot of
different reasons. I recommend having it checked with a code reader, and this will point you to
the problem. Question: I have a Accord that has not been driven for a while. The check engine is
on, and the car is suddenly shaking. What could be the cause? Question: I took my '93 Honda
Accord LX to get smogged and they did something to make the check engine light come on but
now it won't go off. Answer: I'm not sure what the mechanic did to cause the light to come on,
but if it was an intermittent failure the light should go off after three days or three complete
drive cycles. I'm a retiree, and don't have money to buy another or get it properly fixed. What
should I do? Exactly what part should I purchase if I want to fix it myself? It is located on the
throttle body between the firewall and intake; it has one electrical connector and two coolant
hoses. Answer: That would be a generic code and it doesn't even sound right for a generic
code. P would have something to do with the data link connector communication. Question: I'm
driving a Honda Jazz Whenever I hit a medium hump on the road, the check engine light comes
up, and the transmission becomes stagnant meaning it doesn't shifts up. If I hit the gas a bit
harder, the RPM goes up. I found a quick fix, but I'm not satisfied with it. I usually re-start the
car around times then the check engine light goes off. Is this just a loosened sensor? Answer: It
does sound like a loose connection. I recommend checking all of the connections to the
transmission, and I mean inspecting each connector closely for any corrosion or damaged pins.
I also recommend checking the fluid condition. If it's very dirty, you may have debris clogging a
port, and when you hit a bump, it becomes dislodged. This is just a thought, but it's worth
checking. The vehicle runs great but has small slag in it. What do think it could be, maybe the
throttle position sensor is causing the slag and maybe use of gas? Answer: If you know the
code it will point you in the right direction. There are a lot of things that can cause a hesitation
like an O2 sensor, spark plugs, spark plug wires, distributor cap and rotor, distributor base,
valve adjustment, etc. If you know the code, you'll find the problem. Question: My Pilot check
engine light came on today. I just changed the low beam headlight yesterday, could this be
why? What could cause this to happen? Answer: It's not the headlight replacement. Have an
auto parts store check the code and it will guide you to the problem. This is a shot in the dark,
but maybe the catalytic converter is clogged and is causing the problem? There are a lot of
things that can cause this problem , but what's weird is that the problem disappears when the
check engine light comes on, why? What is the code? What is the year, make, model, and
mileage? I don't think you did any damage, if water entered the cylinders you would have
cracked the block with an immediate shut-down. However, you should consider adding a water
separator to the cold air intake, and just for your information, if the motor was damaged from

this aftermarket cold air intake, most likely the extended warranty company would not cover it,
they will say the car is modified and the claim will be void, I see it all the time. When driving
through deep water the O2 sensors may have submerged and probably caused the light to
flash, so if the engine is running normally I wouldn't worry. Hope this helps, and keep me
posted on any updates. Don't forget to add a water separator to the cold air intake, and make
sure the fender liner is intact on that side, it will save your engine :. My Honda Civic LX has the
flashing check engine light problem. It had been raining and I had driven through some deep
puddles. After pulling over and letting it cool for mins, I started it back up and drove it home
very carefully under rpm and less than 40 mph. The light never came back on but I am worried I
may have a serious problem. The car is lowered 2 inches and I have an AEM cold air intake that
has the air filter right in front of the drivers side wheel. Is it possible I could have taken water
into the engine? The filter is in good condition. If I did take some water, is this the end of the
engine? If I did not take water, since the light never came back on, what could have made the
light come on and the engine run rough until shutdown? This just happened so I will have more
info tomorrow and in the coming days but I am very worried about a serious issue. I think I have
serious challenge with my RD1 ever since I changed my engine for an RD2 the engine
checklight has not gone off and for a couple of years it has been performing well. Now the
challenge it recently developed is that so long the engine check light is OFF it keeps on drops
on speed and feels light chocking. Once the checklight pops up then it's back on a normal
drive. What really could be the problem? Thanks for your help. Bring it back to the mechanic so
they can check their work, they have to remove a lot of parts, and most likely they missed
something or broke something during the repair. Keep me posted on what you find, thanks.
Now the check engine light is on, wasn't before. Once the check engine light comes on it will
trigger the other lights as well. Let me know if you have more questions, thanks. I stopped
within 2 minutes to look up the meaning when all of a sudden my engine started smoking like
crazy. I don't have a whatsapp account but you can email me, there is a link to my email next to
my photo at the top of this article page or you can ask me anything in this comment box. Hope
this helps. Sir , I must tell you that I find this article very useful , though I am an auto mechanic
with little experience , I have obd2 scanner and I just got my Honda pilot, if to make you
available and accessible can I have your whatsapp number thanks and God bless. You have a
serious electrical issue or your battery is completely dead. Are you jump-starting this car? My
Honda Accord. When I turn the steering wheel all the way , the screen inside turns off And it
sorta get a little stiff. If the check engine light came on it had to have stored a code, it's possible
the mechanic didn't want to address your issue at the time. I recommend getting a small code
reader from the auto parts store or Amazon and check it yourself next time it happens because
it will happen again. Let me know if this will work for you. On a 90 minute drive, my yellow
engine light came on not flashing. My gas mileage immediately started falling though going a
steady speed on cruise control and ultimately fell from 27 down to It didn't come back on while
driving during the week around town on vacation, but came back on during the 90 minute drive
home. I took my Odyssey into the Honda dealer, and they were unable to find any code, or any
history of a code being stored. It's as if this never happened. They had no idea what to try to fix,
so they sent me home and said if it happens again to leave the car on and get the code scanned.
Is this normal? Something is clearly wrong as the gas mileage has fallen dramatically. I had
changed the battery and the distributor and still the check engine light is on what should i do
now? Not usually unless the engine is running poorly because the dirty oil is clogging
something. I recommend you have the code pulled, and it will point you to the problem area. Let
me know the code once you pull it, maybe I can help. I don't think spraying water caused the
problem because engines are exposed to water very often. If you could retrieve the code I may
be able to guide you to a solution. The code would start like this; P There are many codes and it
will usually point you to the problem area. Let me know, thanks. Thank you for your help! Hey
Mo, that's awesome! Thanks for coming back here to update me on what happened, I really
appreciate it :. It means you're low on coolant and the sensor is telling the computer to turn the
light on to warn you. You could have your local auto parts store, garage or dealership check it
or you could buy a cheap scanner and check it yourself. There are a lot of things that could
cause the check engine light to come on so it's best to check the code without guessing. On the
hood or front radiator support, you'll find a rubber bumper on each side that is adjustable by
turning. I recommend you just unscrew the rubber bumper to apply a little pressure to the hood
and the noise should stop : The gas pedal is a little more in-depth. If you remove the rubber
intake hose coming from the air cleaner box and look inside the throttle plate housing you'll see
the throttle plate. Open the plate manually with either the linkage or a long screwdriver and
you'll notice carbon built up where the throttle place sits. Take some carburetor cleaner and a
clean rag and remove the carbon or both upper and lower parts of the intake, if you can manage

to clean the edges of the throttle plate that will help as well but your main focus is the intake
housing. Once it's clean the throttle will stop sticking : Let me know how you make out Mo,
thanks. I have a honda accord I have two problems. This problem has been awhile driver side
vibrates when stopped and makes noise. When press on drive side hood goes away the
vibration and noise. It happens when car parked a while. Thank you for this information, my
Honda Civic check engine light came on a week now, car drives prefect, how do i check the
code, thank you and what could be the issue. What happens when the key is turned to the start
position? Does it turn the engine over? Does it click? Do the dash lights come on? Let me know
everything you observe, thanks. My honda crv model dnt want to start there is no engine
checklight smd key green light on thr dashboard if I put key on what could the problem and
what can I do. The check engine light comes on when there is a hiccup or failure in the emission
system, even a loose gas cap can cause the light to come on. I recommend you drive it for a few
days as long as it's driving normal and there are no unusual noises and notice if the light goes
out on its own. Sometimes the failure will correct itself and the check engine light will go out
and stay out. If the light stays on, have the code pulled to identify what may be causing the
problem, the code should point you to the system that has failed or hiccuped. Let me know what
you find, and if you have more questions, Marius, you know where to find me :. Excellent
articles and I think helped me to diagnose the yellow engine light warning problem- History:
Honda Brio model, was recently in for service - garage told my wife they have changed
something in the engine to better fuel consumption and km service - had 2 trouble-free weeks
and today problems. Car would start for few seconds sounded like the engine will go but died
instantly - I checked all lights, battery, hooter enough fuel, loose cables to spark plugs etc
Battery all looked OK - then lightbulb moment!! Slow home because manual says possible
engine damage - normal power no funny sounds! No water problems or critter- relative new car
no critters! Do you know what the code was? If you look at the paperwork it should state P - P
or something like that. There are two things to look at but I recommend you pull the code first
because it may point you directly to the problem. The V-Tec solenoid system has two screens
that become clogged over time and may need to be cleaned or replaced. I don't suspect the
engine valves have ever been adjusted and that is a common problem with CR-V's, the valves
become tight over time and will need to be adjusted to bring back into spec. I recommend you
start will pulling the code and go from there. Let me know if you have additional questions, and
keep me posted on what you find please, thanks. I have a CRV and my car runs normally. I don't
feel any change in the engine nor do I hear any sound coming from the engine. The mileage is
less than 93, miles and I don't normally use it for long drives. I just use it from point A to B and
back. So my Honda ballade suddenly showed the check engine sign while driving. I took the car
to a local mechanic,he checked the car and said he sees nothing wrong. He replaced 1 spark
plug that was burnt. The car sounds fine and everything in place but the check engine sign is
still there. It sounds like your alternator is not working or you have a loose battery terminal or
connection. Have you had any work done to the engine recently? A quick check for the battery
terminals would be to tighten the terminal nuts and check for looseness. Let me know what you
find Jess, thanks. Thank you for your vast knowledge! After having my Honda Accord washed
at a drive through, my car tried to shut down three times in the short 10 minute drive home.
Once I turned off the ac and turned the car off and on the car again it was fine for a few miles
and then act up again. Just in front of my garage I had turned the ac back on and then it
completely died for about three minutes. And then I was able to turn it back on again. As long as
the engine is running normally you shouldn't have an issue. Let me know if you have any other
question I can help with :. My Pilot has an emissions light on. It has been in the shop Honda
dealer recently and had filters changed as well as routine maintenance. The selling dealer will
need to repair it until the light stays off. The CR-V is a very reliable vehicle and will serve you
well for years to come, but the problem needs to be fixed permanently first. I recommend you be
adamant the vehicle is fixed before you drive off again. How many miles are on the vehicle?? An
example of this is the engine valves being out of spec or a number of other things that could
cause this issue. Keep me posted on what they do, thanks. I just bought a used Honda CRV and
2 days after the enigine light came on. It was right after the first time I got gas and I read the cap
and to turn to 'click' and I know it didn't, so I undid it, clicked and waited. Still on the next day,
and had code read by my reg mechanic done and it was P Catalyst System Efficiency Below
Theshold - he cleared it in case of sitting, etc. Came back on the next day, called dealer that
sold it, drove it up and they looked at it and ended up replacing converter 2 days later day had
to wait for part and they are out of town for me. That even after having replaced, it is on again. I
am waiting to find out if it was new or aftermarket convertor, I did not ask when I was there. Any
ideas? I bought this after being rear-ended and my reliable car was totalled, and I live in a
location that has "no-fault" insurance, and I just need a reliable vehicle being a single parent,

one special needs child. Thank you for help. The lean fuel ratio is your problem and it has
nothing to do with the gas tank : The lean fuel ratio is caused by too much air mixing with the
fuel going into the engine and something is causing it like MAP sensor, ECU, EGR valve, false
reading from a sensor, etc. You're going to need to find a mechanic who understands how to
read the DATA list in the vehicles ECU, someone who knows the system parameters and can
pick out a faulty reading. I think your best bet is to find a Honda dealer with master-level Honda
Technicians, plus Honda may have a service bulletin on that particular problem. Once it's fixed,
maybe you can get some money back from the last shop that changed the fuel tank for no
reason except lack of knowledge. Let me know what you decide to do, thanks. My Honda CRV
check engine emissions light went on I had an inspection about one week prior. They reset it
and then It went back on 2 days later. I let they gas get low and got a new tank. They said the
scan came out fine. Reset again and now 1 day later it is on again. The car is driving normally.
What else should I suggest they check besides the codes? A lot of issues can cause the light to
come on. The first step is to have the code pulled from the computer so you'll know what
system is not working properly, without knowing the code is like throwing darts at the possible
cause. Have the code pulled and let me know what it is and I can help guide you to a solution :.
Awesome news Ad Taylor, Sometimes it's not the sensor it's a component the sensor is
monitoring like a fuel injector, spark plug, ignition coil, etc. Thanks for the update and keep me
posted if it happens again. Thanks Eddie, found a great honda mechanic who ran diagnostics..
We cleared the error and the car has been running fine since He also said its possible a voltage
hiccup might have caused the glitch. If everything is running normal then you may have an
issue with the emissions system but the only way to know what's going on is to have the code
pulled, once you have the code it will point you to the system that is causing the light to come
on. If the light goes out after several drive cycles that means the fault has corrected itself but if
it stays on something isn't working properly and needs to be repaired. Let me know if this helps
and let me know what the code is, maybe I can shed some light on the issue. Useful info, Eddie
Car drives fine, no work done recently, fuel cap is tight enough, roads are damp but not
excessive, no water leaks! It sounds like you have a loose connection on a ground wire or
something. Has this vehicle ever been in an accident or have you had any extensive work done
on it recently? Did all these lights illuminate on the same day or did this all happen on different
days? My Honda CrV cruise stopped working. Then my check engine light, Power steering light
and traction control lights all came on. The cruise came back on once or twice and then all the
other lights shut off but didn't stay off. Never had a problem with this car til now. Any thoughts?
The code P is a generic code, what did the dealer pull for a code? It sounds like you may have a
problem with the fuel emissions system, possible a Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor? I recommend
you bring it back to the dealer so they can run tests on that system. Had codes run by autozone;
returned a P Took car to dealership, inspected VPS system. Returned no problems with VPS
system. Changed oil, got car back. Following day today on highway 5 hours into 8 hour drive.
Stopped for refueling topped off this time - generally we do not. Back on road with no heavy
acceleration. About 45 minutes later check engine light comes on. Two hours to nearest city. If
the O2 sensor was submerged is would cause a problem, I recommend you drive the vehicle for
a few days and see if the problem persists. Let me know what happens, thanks. Honda CRV 2.
For about 10 miles Check engine light on and engine shake and die, after a few minute start
again check engine is off. And check engine show up again for about 10 miles, shake and die,
again and again. This situation happen after I pass flood. Is it O2 sensor having problem or
somehing with another sensor..? What does the icon look like? A week later, a red engine
symbol light is on now? The check engine light will always come on with the key in the run
position regardless if the engine is running or not, it's a system light check so you'll need to at
least get the engine running to see if the light is truely on with a code. If you're low on fuel, start
by adding some fuel and see what happens, if the light goes out you're in business, if not, you'll
have to dig deeper. Hi Eddie, will the check enjine light come on when their is little fuel in tenk,
its a Honda Ballade E. I check the battery, will it solved the problem if I put in more fuel, the car
is not starting, is it lack off fuel? I would like to see if the light goes away after I restart it, where
to I start? Greetings from Cape Town. Can you hear pressure building up inside the exhaust
when the vehicle is losing power? It sounds like your catalytic converter may be clogged so
maybe try disconnecting the catalytic converter and see if the problem persists. I know this can
be difficult and loud but it's only a test. The reason I think it's a clogged catalytic converter is
that the engine temp is getting hot and you're losing power, these are common signs of a
clogged cat. Let me know if this works. Engine light come on and its start loosing the power
them the engine getting warm. Computer scan show that is barometric pressure senson but we
change both sensor and its still the same. What you think about that? I would contact the shop,
they may not have secured the afiter housing properly or you could check it first to save you a

trip. Let me know what you find, thanks. It's possible you may have had something caught in
the mass airflow sensor causing the issue if your car is equipped with one, it's usually located
in the fresh air intake tube. Keep an eye on the light for now, hopefully it doesn't come back on.
Hi Eddie! I have a Honda CR-V. The check engine light just came on after getting my oil changed
and fuel filter replaced. Should I just wait a couple days to see if it goes off or contact the shop?
I own a honda jazz from , 1. While i was driving the car , sudenly, it was not working like it
should, the check engine light went on and the car died.. Thanks for getting back and answering
my questions. I wasnt able to check through obd to get the code but after replacing my engine
air filter it just disappear after an hour of driving. I recommend you have the code checked to
see if it has anything to do with the work that was just done, it may be something totally
unrelated. Let me know what the code is and maybe I can help figure out the issue. Hi Eddie. I
have honda civic coupe. Now those issue have been resolved but today check engine appeared
on my dashboard a steady one. I wonder what will be the cause? My sprak plug was brand new.
Battery was still ok. My car still running normally my only concern was the engine light.
Mileage: k.. I'm not sure if driving in the rain is the cause of the problem, or if the skip was
caused by driving through a big puddle and getting the engine wet. It is possible a coil has
failed as well so there a lot of reasons for the engine skip. Let me know if I can answer any more
questions for you. Hi i have hond element. Son drive it in the rain. Maybe through a puddle.
Grey smoke coming out of exhaust. Engine shakes. Parked it. Few days later started it. Smoke
eventuallu stoped but still shakes. Turned it off. That is a generic code and I'm not sure but it
has something to do with vehicle speed control and idle control systems. What is your vehicle
doing? You'll need to have the code read to verify the problem first, then you can devise a plan
to repair it. The code will point you in the direction of the problem. That sounds about right to
me, just make sure to check all your fuses and wires first to be sure you don't have rodent
damage or a blown fuse. This is very well explained and very informative. Hi Summer, No that
wouldn't cause any issues. You need to find out if it's the same code as before. When were the
engine valves adjusted last, or have they ever been? That could be your issue. I just put a new
vtec valve on my 06 Odyssey, cleared the code, and then drove for about 25 miles. The light just
came on. I am right at the empty line for gas. Could this be causing it? The check engine light
will trigger the other two lights. There are a lit of things that can cause the check engine light to
come on but the fastest way to know what's causing the problem is to have the codes read with
a scanner. Let me know what the code is when you find out and maybe I can help. I have a
honda brio model,it was running fine n wen i stopped n returned to start up,it wont start,, did
some checks i have no spark,no fuel Thank you for all of the info in your article. It was very
helpful. When I started my Honda Accord today, the check engine light, VSA light and
"exclamation point in a triangle" came on. It has not and is not flashing though. I havent gotten
codes read yet but am curious what your theory may be??? Sorry for the late reply. If the object
that you hit caused the issue, most likely the light would have come on immediately unless you
damaged the canister or any part in the evap system, that system works on a 2 drive cycle
failure system. I recommend you have the underside of the vehicle checked and the code pulled
just to be safe. I ran over something small that was in the highway last night. Today my check
engine light is on. Could this be related? It sounds to me like some valves are tight and are
starting to stay open slightly causing your issue, or you have a failing coil in cylinder 6. Let me
know what you find out, thanks. Usually, that is a light for the traction control, did you happen
to turn off the traction control by accident, it's usually a button on the dash with the same icon.
American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and,
through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American
Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV
campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV
owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance.
Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to
diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all,
with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.

You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Has your car been in the shop for service recently? Have you fueled your car recently?
Did you possibly overfill your fuel tank? Have you installed any new electronic devices
recently? Do you have excessive humidity in your car caused by a water leak? Do you live in a
rural area where there are lots of critters? Are other warning lights illuminated on the dash? Did
your car sit for a long period of time without anyone driving it? Were you the last one to drive
your car? And Two Bonus Questions: 1. Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By
Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By
electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. The Odyssey had originally been
conceived and engineered in Japan, in the wake of the country's economic crisis of the s â€”
which in turn imposed severe constraints on the vehicle's size and overall concept, dictating
the minivan 's manufacture in an existing facility with minimal modification. Subsequent
generations diverged to reflect market variations, and Honda built a plant in Lincoln, Alabama ,
United States , incorporating the ability to manufacture larger models. Both versions of the
Odyssey were sold in Japan at Honda Clio dealership locations. Both versions of the Odyssey
are currently sold in the Middle East. The Odyssey was introduced in as Honda's first minivan
[5] â€” based on the Accord platform , with a 4-cylinder engine , all-disc anti-lock braking , all
wishbone suspension , and a four-speed automatic transmission with a
steering-column-mounted shifter and a hill-hold feature, marketed as Grade Logic. The design
featured unibody construction, [6] dual airbags, dual gloveboxes, dual zone heating and cooling
with 20 percent greater capacity than an Accord's system [6] overhead rear fan-speed
adjustment control, and main control switch over the front-seat passenger , conventional rear
swing-open rather than sliding doors, and a third row seat that could fold and tumble into a
compartment beneath the floor â€” the spacesaver spare tire carried inside, on the right, rear
wall of the cabin. Honda marketed the first generation Odyssey in two trim levels. The LX
accommodated seven passengers with two front buckets, a removable three-seat middle bench,
and a 2-seat third row bench. Isuzu offered a rebadged version of the Odyssey from to as the
Isuzu Oasis. Odagaki traveled to the U. Odagaki continued working with an "underground"
team, using as its design credo the concept of a "personal jet" [2] â€” which in turn led to the
car's original PJ concept code-name. The team worked to convince management of the project's
viability, using extensive illustrations, a one-quarter scale model and a full-size foam model.
After bringing the right-hand drive prototype to the U. Production was officially launched on
October 20, â€” the first Honda model in to be released at the same time through Honda's three
Japanese distribution channels Primo, Clio, Verno , marketing the Odyssey through the three
channels under the same name. In , New York City 's Taxi and Limousine Commission TLC
expanded the number of licensable automobiles, approving the first generation Odyssey for use
in the city's taxi fleet [8] â€” the Odyssey having been recommended by the seven-year-old
grandson of a TLC advisory commission member. The Isuzu Oasis is a minivan marketed in the
United States by Isuzu from to as a rebadged variant of the first generation Honda Odyssey, the
only minivan marketed by Isuzu. After the Honda Odyssey was redesigned for , Isuzu continued
to market the Oasis with minor changes. Later Oasis models came with a 2. The second
generation North American market Odyssey was first assembled in Canada as a model mainly
for North America between and â€” and exported to Japan as the LaGreat between and The
Odyssey offered two sliding doors as standard equipment, whereas some minivans of the time
only offered one, a second door being optional. The Odyssey offered power sliding doors which
were standard on the EX trim, but not available on the LX trim. The Odyssey kept the
fold-into-the-floor rear seat, an innovation adopted by many other minivans. There was also an
available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System, introduced during , which became the first
navigation system ever offered in a minivan. The model was the only second generation
Odyssey model year to receive reliability ratings of five out of five according to Automotive
Information Systems. The second generation was praised for its powerful V6, its handling from
its four-wheel independent suspension , and its features such as a large cabin, power sliding
doors manual sliding doors on LX models and the stow-away third-row seat. Some [ who? It
won consecutive Edmunds. This is also the only generation of the Honda Odyssey where the
power windows are only on the driver's and front passenger's doors. Also added was a
five-speed automatic transmission, side torso airbags not side curtain airbags , rear disc
brakes, and a few minor cosmetic improvements on the outside as well as the inside. Other than

an AUTO power driver's window, the Odyssey remained unchanged for and , before being
replaced with the third generation model. The 4-speed automatic transmission in to models had
serious problems with transmission durability. Honda spokesman Mike Spencer stated that
four-speed models were afflicted with a bad bearing that could break apart, scattering
fragments of metal that clogged fluid passageways in the transmission, causing it to shift
erratically. The five-speed automatic was first installed in the Odyssey for the model, but
general reliability of the â€” transmission was poor according to Consumer Reports. Spencer
said that the five-speed models typically were damaged by premature wear of the third-gear
clutch pack. As the clutch friction material abraded, it scattered bits inside the transmission
case, clogging fluid lines and causing erratic shifting. Drivers might suffer slipping, poor or no
shifts, or sudden down-shifts from fifth gear to second gear. Under some conditions, a different
5-speed transmission problem arose. Second gear could overheat and break, causing the
transmission to lock. An oil jet was added to lubricate this gear but this did not solve the third
gear clutch problem. But it was required along with a power steering cooler for any towing, or
the warranty would be void. Honda introduced the third generation Odyssey for the model year.
It grew in width and weight but retained the previous generation's length and interior space.
Honda introduced the ACE body engineering to the third generation Odyssey, which was later
used on the eighth generation Civic. Side-curtain airbags and electronic stability control are
included in all models. Both features were previously unavailable. The headrests could now be
left in place when tumbling the rear seat. Some notable features of the redesign were dual glove
boxes and an in-floor lazy susan storage compartment, located in the previous generation's
spare tire well. Third generation models offered a dashboard-mounted shifter, instead of a
column-mounted shifter. The second row bucket seats do not fold into the floor. Touring
models came with a center storage compartment. This enabled this van to receive U. It was
rated top pick in minivan category in Consumer Reports Annual auto issue. The EX-L and
higher trims could be purchased with both navigation and rear entertainment systems, or rear
entertainment system only, while the VHS-based i-VES system was dropped. Four trim levels
were available in the United States: LX, EX, EX-L and Touring, the top-of-the-line package in the
Odyssey lineup that incorporated features such as run-flat tires , power tailgate, power
adjustable pedals, multi information display, memory seats and chrome tailgate trim. Problem
areas included body integrity, which includes paint wear and rusting, body hardware bumpers
being loose, audio system, brakes and suspension according to the Consumer Reports issue of
April According to the online edition of Consumer Reports in June , transmission problems
were better than average for models. Crash test ratings have been five star in every test but the
had a safety concern. A door opening during a side impact crash increases the likelihood of
occupant ejection. Odyssey has won a spot on Car and Driver's 5 Best trucks for the past three
years, as well as a host of other awards. The Odyssey is the top-ranked minivan in the US News
charts. For the model year, the Odyssey received a facelift. All models were equipped with
active front head restraints, daytime running lights, redesigned dashboard, grille and taillights.
An audio AUX jack became standard equipment. The backup camera, previously only included
with navigation-equipped models, was integrated into the rear-view mirror of the non-navigation
EX-L. Touring models featured full Bluetooth support for all Bluetooth-equipped devices, and
are now standard with navigation. The DX lacks features such as the "Second-Row Plus One
Seat with storage", conversation mirror with sunglasses holder, tinted glass, roof rails, and has
black body moldings. For the model year, the DVD rear entertainment system is now available
on the EX-L trim and while it is still standard on the Touring. Honda presented the Odyssey
Concept in early at the Chicago Auto Show and officially on June 17; with a larger, wider body, a
lower roofline and revised styling. Compared to its predecessor, the fourth generation Honda
Odyssey is 0. The fourth generation Odyssey includes projector headlamps or HID xenon
low-beam headlamps Touring Elite , standard inch wheels, inch alloy wheels Touring and above
, and 6-speed automatic transmission Touring and above. A Blind Spot Display for the driver's
side and a multi-angle backup camera is available. All Odyssey models have a 3. Changes
included a 6-speed automatic transmission on all trims, sleeker exterior styling with a new
aluminum hood, aluminum front fenders, twin-bar grille and revised lower front fascia with
optional integrated fog lights, darker-finish projector headlight housings, Smart entry
availability and LED rear taillight bars. A built-in vacuum cleaner system is included with the
Touring Elite model. The revised suspension uses aluminum front lower control arms. The
Odyssey went on sale on July 2, New safety features included in the refresh include a
LaneWatch camera housed in the passenger side-view mirror or a Blind Spot Monitoring
system. New exterior paint colors were made available in , as are new interior fabrics and trim
pieces. A new speed automatic produced at Honda Precision Parts Georgia HPPG is Honda's
first use of a speed transmission in a production automobile, it is nearly 29 lbs lighter than the

previous 6-speed. Compared to its predecessor, the fifth generation is 0. The use of structural
body adhesives has increased compared to the 4th gen with ft used. Like the Acura MDX and
Pilot the redesigned Odyssey features a MPa hot stamped outer front door stiffener ring and
forged aluminum front suspension lower control arms. All Odyssey models come with a 3. All
models come equipped with a speed automatic transmission with the ZF 9HP transmission
discontinued. For , the Odyssey features a minor restyling, adds 4-way power lumbar
adjustability to the front passenger seat and perforated leather with contrasting piping options.
Honda Sensing is standard on all trims. A rear seat occupant reminder is added to the
CabinWatch system to help prevent heatstroke among children. The Odyssey was misplaced in
the minivan market, which favors a huge, comfortable amount of interior space and versatility
[3]. In the middle of , Honda began exporting the fourth generation North American Odyssey
minivan to the Philippines. Export of the Odyssey to that market ceased in after the introduction
of the international fifth generation Odyssey which is imported from Japan. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article is about the Honda minivan model. This article is about the North
American Honda Odyssey. Motor vehicle. Honda Accord Isuzu Aska. Honda Worldwide. Motor
Trend. Yahoo Cars, UK. The New York Times. Retrieved May 4, New York Daily News. Honda
Canada. Retrieved December 13, Archived from the original on September 3, Retrieved May 10,
Retrieved February 12, The L. Archived from the original PDF on March 31, Retrieved October 9,
November 26, Archived from the original on February 19, News Rankings and Reviews. August
11, Archived from the original on October 29, Retrieved September 12, June 18, Archived from
the original on May 3, Retrieved October 13, Retrieved October 3, Honda Newsroom. October 6,
Cars portal. Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda
Malaysia Racing Team. Honda road car timeline, North American market, sâ€”present. Isuzu
road vehicle timeline, United States market, sâ€” Hidden categories: All articles with dead
external links Articles with dead external links from April Articles with permanently dead
external links CS1 maint: archived copy as title Use mdy dates from April Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Pages using infobox automobile with
unknown parameters All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements
from July All articles with specifically marked weasel-worded phrases Articles with specifically
marked weasel-worded phrases from April Commons category link from Wikidata Commons
category link is locally defined. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Isuzu Oasis. Accord Coupe. FCX Clarity. Accord Sedan. Sport compact. Civic Type R.
Sports car. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California available
for leasing purposes only. Subcompact car. Compact car. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. It looks
like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! I have a where the
compass and temp went out on the mirror. Took it to a dealer. They reset the connections to the
main fuse block harness and it all came back on. They said if it happens again, the main fuse
block has to be replaced. It happened again after about six months. Sorry to hear that the
compass and temperature are out again on your vehicle. Since the dealership performed the
repair not too long ago, they may be able to correct this again with no problems. We'd be happy
to contact your dealership if you're thinking of going back to have this fixed if you haven't
already done so. Feel free to send us a private message with your contact information and VIN if
we can be of assistance. What is the "under the hood connection" that needed to be checked on
the main fuse block harness, referenced above? Or how can I tell if it is the mirror itself and not
the main fuse block connection? Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
August edited August in Chevrolet. Hoping someone can help. The temp and compass quit
working on the rear view mirror of my 02 suburban. It worked on and off for a while and now
quit completely. I'm wondering if anyone else has had this problem. I don't know if it is the
mirror or maybe a sensor somewhere that is broken. Any thoughts would be great. If not I guess
i'll get it to the dealer. August I'm thinking it's the mirror or some part of it, not a sensor. After
all, the temp and compass info surely come from two different sources. Does the auto-dimming
still work? I'm not sure if the auto dimming is working or not. I'll have to check that when I get
home. My thought was the mirror as well. I'll probably have to have the dealer check it. Thanks
for the help. I'd be checking the power to the mirror I gotta ask. You did turn it on did you?
There is the button on the mirror that turns it on and off. You might check the electrical
connector to the mirror. It is located just above the mirror in the cable running behind the cover
attached to the window. Perhaps there is a bit of poor contact there. Are you getting any display
in the mirror at all? Are any of the lights working? The Air Bag light is in the bottom of the
mirror, does it still work? I do not think it is a problem with the power to the mirror as it shares

power with several other things in the interior and you would know if a fuse was blown. Also do
not think it is a problem with the inputs as there are two separate inputs as discussed before.
October My nephew has a Silverado, the rear view mirror has both the temp and compass
option but for some reason this is inoprative at times, thats to say it works for a few miles then
stops, has anyone taken these mirrors to bits, will they come apart or are they sealed like
almost everything else is these days, i'm thinking that this is most likely a bad connection, a
bad wire or a bad solder joint on the main PCB inside the mirror, was wondering if they have
ever stripped a mirror down to board level for repair, does anyone know if the board is epoxy
resined in or removable, I'm just trying to save time if this item is sealed or not repairable we
can check the local breakers, Anyone had this issue before Thanks thedutydoctor. February Ok,
so it's 4 years later, but was there ever a resolution on this? I'm having the same issue Same
issue - happened the same way - still broken. March edited March March Hi kathnrich, Sorry to
hear that the compass and temperature are out again on your vehicle. Amber N. GM Customer
Care. September May I have a Chevrolet avalanche , same issue. I just open the instrument
panel fuse block, then check the tiny wires connections and pres it down to plug in properly.
Problem resolved. I have a yukonxl denali. Does anyone have any understanding of this issue? I
had a similar problem. Direction worked, but temp didn't. All I did was make sure the connection
in the back was good. It was a little loose, I pushed it in, and Wala! July The green light is on. Is
it the mirror or is there a sensor somewhere that isn't working. My hubby checked the
connection on back of mirror.. November Excuse mi english just trying to help. Finally I fix mi
rear view mirror. If everything alse work good and you dont have a air bag symbol on the dash
then this is the solution. Looks hard but is easy. If you disamble the mirror wiht a little flat head
screwdriver front plastic cover has little tabs. April You pointed me to the right direction and got
my mirror fixed. Mine was not caused by the same 4R3 resistor that was for you, but it is the
same issue - cracked solder. There are actually more than 3 of these 4R3 resistors if you look
pass the display circuit board, and on towards to the main board. I believe there are two more of
these over there that we should check. Sign In or Register to comment. You can drive your car
with the confidence of knowing that it has received attention from well-trained Honda certified
technicians who are up-to-date on the brand's latest technological advances, all at competitive
prices. On your booked day and time, pull up to one of the three large garage doors at the rear
of the building and drive inside! Our knowledgeable technicians look forward to providing your
new or pre-owned Honda vehicle with the quality maintenance that it needs in order to run at its
optimum level, and we hope to see you here at our dealership near Clifton, New Jersey soon!
From minor maintenance work, like windshield wiper blade replacements to major requests like
engine overhauls, our Honda professionals are here for you! We'll help you customize a Honda
maintenance plan to suit your trim model and will keep meticulous service records so that you
can stay on top of your car's plan with ease! All our services are driver-friendly priced and are
completed with quality products, so don't hesitate to get in touch with our team today! We look
forward to catering to your car's needs, ensuring it can run smoothly for many years to come.
Here at DCH Paramus Honda, we understand that needing our repair services is never a
pleasant thought, but we will do everything we can to make it a pleasant experience. We'll walk
you through the process and answer any questions you may have whether you are paying
straight out of your pocket or are going through an insurance carrier. We deal with all insurance
companies and will review a comprehensive repair estimate with you, one that has already been
approved by your insurance company, before beginning any work. We take care of everything
from dents and dings to heavy collision work, so contact us for a free, no obligation estimate for
your car. Click here for more about the body shop. Our new and used Honda dealership will
address all your collision needs, and will work diligently to get your ride back to its pre-accident
condition in a timely manner. Our dealership in Paramus, NJ. With snow and ice hitting the area
hard during winter months, it is important to stay safe on the roads. We handle body damage
and even suspension damage from curb hits. We also know that our customers may have a
non-Honda vehicle as a second vehicle in the family. We can repair non-Honda vehicles as well,
as we have a large family of other dealerships. Get in touch with our Honda team today to
discuss your collision and repair concerns; we'll provide you with the service information
you're in need of and can get you scheduled for an appointment! The needs of each driver are
unique, and thus, your maintenance plan should be unique as well. Our new and used Honda
dealership is here to provide you with some service insight, and we'll even customize a
maintenance plan to suit your particular Honda trim! If you enjoy working on your Honda
Ridgeline yourself, feel free to contact us about specific service tips, and learn how to place an
OEM order so you can give your truck the products that it needs! Call Us. Sales: Open Today!
Toyota Camry Honda Accord Vs. Hyundai Sonata Honda Accord Vs. Chevrolet Cruze Honda
Civic Vs. Nissan Sentra Honda Civic Vs. Toyota Corolla Honda Civic Vs. Toyota Yaris Honda Fit

Vs. Kia Soul Honda Fit Vs. Hyundai Accent Honda Fit Vs. Chevrolet Traverse Honda Pilot Vs.
Ford Explorer Honda Pilot Vs. Nissan Pathfinder Honda Pilot Vs. Toyota Sienna Honda Odyssey
Vs. Chrysler Pacifica Honda Odyssey Vs. Dodge Caravan Honda Odyssey Vs. Chevrolet
Colorado Honda Ridgeline Vs. Nissan Frontier Honda Ridgeline Vs. Honda Service Center.
Honda Collision Center. Meet Our Service Staff. Honda Tips. Accessories Shop. Schedule Your
Next. Schedule Appointment. Step three On your booked day and time, pull up to one of the
three large garage doors at the rear of the building and drive inside! That's all there is to it!
Frank Russo Senior Service Advisor. Terrence Persaud Service Advisor. Natasha Nedd Service
Advisor. Kevin McGrath Service Advisor. Francisco Suguitan Service Advisor. Mary Valdez
Service Advisor. Kathy Amano Service Advisor. Robert Schiavone Service Advisor. Darren
Lenino Customer Care Specialist. Russell Kent Body Shop Manager. Michael Paduani Service
Drive Greeter. Joseph Puglisi Service Drive Greeter. Joseph McDonald Dispatcher. Eric Leeds
Technician. Omesh Khemdat Technician. Thomas Laga Technician. Diego Estrella Technician.
Richard Sorano Technician. Anthony Colon Technician. Bryan Colon. Junior Espitia Technician.
Ander Hernandez Technician. Raj Dayanand Technician. Fernando Figueroa Technician. Jack
Darakjian Technician. Juan Garzon Technician. Leury Rojas Technician. Justin Mohammed
Technician. Jake Skawinski Technician. Andrew Carosella Technician. Yamir Boyd Technician.
Rullon Allen Technician. Stephen Digiovanna Technician. Franklin Romero Technician. Richard
Melo Technician. Tracia Young Service Bdc Administrator. Honda Services Offered From minor
maintenance work, like windshield wiper blade replacements to major requests like engine
overhauls, our Honda professionals are here for you! Click on a button to learn more. Battery
Services. Brake Warning Signs. Tire Pressure Lights. Oil Changes. Wheel Alignment. Routine
Maintenance. Tire Maintenance. Shop Honda Tires. Honda Recalls. Honda Body Shop Here at
DCH Paramus Honda, we understand that needing our repair services is never a pleasant
thought, but we will do everything we can to make it a pleasant experience. Our dealership in
Paramus, NJ Accepts all auto insurance companies. Honda Service Tips The needs of each
driver are unique, and thus, your maintenance plan should be unique as well. Your service plan
should take into account the following: How many miles you drive per day The weather
temperatures your vehicle deals with The type of terrain typically encountered dusty,
mountainous, etc. The types of driving you do stop-and-go vs. Honda Find a Phone. Honda
Roadside Assistance. Honda Maintenance Reminder System. Use for comparison purposes
only. Your mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle, driving
conditions and other factors. Model tested with standard side airbags SAB. These vehicles
show consumers sample vehicles that may be available. Pricing, Options, Color and other data
pertaining to these vehicles are provided for example only. All information pertaining to these
vehicles should be independently verified through the dealer. Please enable JavaScript on your
browser to best view this site. Read on, this may be just the solution you are looking for to clear
those fault codes and save you having to go to a dealer and pay a labor charge. However, even
after boosting the battery we carry a portable booster just for such occasions and getting the
vehicle started, the ABS and VSA dash lights remain illuminated indicating a fault. This
procedure probably applies to many models and model years of Honda vehicles. After fooling
around with advice from various sources and checking fuses and disconnecting the battery
negative cable for several hours with no success, I found the following procedure which worked
perfectly:. A reader posted the following comment thanks! Note that the door will still close
electrically with the engine running as long as the slide switch is ON. Also, the doors will close
and open normally with full power control as long as the engine is off. I was very lucky found
out this article. Why Honda has this problem? They just want to make more people go to their
dealer to fix this problem but not the problem? Thank you very much Rob. Glad to be of help! If
the reset procedure does not work, your problem is likely more serious than a glitch and you
may need professional help. Often the problem will be related to ABS sensors but could be a
few other things as well. Hey I have the same problem with my TLâ€¦ my problem is I have a
push button so there is no way for me to put it into ignition 2 while the foot is on the brake. Do
you have any suggestions? No it should not cause any problems. It sounds like you have a
dead battery. If you have a weak or dead battery get that fixed before you do anything else. Any
other problems you have are unrelated. Raymond, yeah it sounds like you have a deeper issue. I
think you are on the right track tho troubleshooting the ABS sensors and module. Good luck!
TSA system prevented me from spinning off the road a few times while bringing the car to a
safe stop. Did try battery disconnect blahs blahsâ€¦Thank you Rob worked first time. Had the
vsa and abs light on after driving about an hour with abs always being applied softly when
driving under 40 mph and hard abs when stopping. Had the abs sensor replaced 4 times. Finally
Honda found the problem, the old abs sensor had broken inside the brake ball bearing. The
rotation of the wheel grinded the plastic abs part into the metal surface groove of the bearing

and coated it and grounded it down not allowing the new sensor to receive and maintain the vsa
signal to do its job. Pass this on. It will solve many an abs vsa problem. My Honda Civic DX sat
one day and battery was dead. After replacing alternator and battery the lights were still on.
Thought it was a bad abs modulator that was constantly running draining the battery. Did this
and it fixed my civic and car is perfect. I feel like I owe you money now. Thx for the help ROB,
took a couple of tries but cleared the fault and saved an expensive trip to the Dealer. Thank you
very much. Yes, thanks worked like a champ, but went to get my odyssey smogged and would
not pass, needed to do a drive cycle. Took 3 attempts of pushing through my increasingly
challenged dexterity, failing eyesight and creaky old bones, but finally cleared the low voltage
code in my Odyssey. I was not going to try a 4th time, so got lucky. Thank goodness for people
like you!!! Great I found this. Thank you. Yes thank you! At work last one to leave late and of
course I have a paper clip in my purse! THe photos are not loading any chance you could send
them again, so that I know which boxes are 4 and 9? Try it now. We have been having a lot of
problems lately with Google photos. What browser are you using? Let me know if it works ok
nowâ€¦. Can you also send me the pictures? I need to try this on my own before I take it to a
dealership. Thank you! This worked for my Honda Accord. I had turned the car on to use the
power steering while the brake calipers were unbolted. I think this triggered the indicators. This
video helped me to reset the indicator lights. Could be, but it would seem unlikely that a fuse
would blow during this process. First make sure the switch for the sliding doors is turned to the
on position. The switch is above the two sliding door buttons on the left side of the dash, see
last photo in the blog post. Next, open and close all the doors, then start up the car and try
again. Seems to me, immediately after the reset, or a battery disconnect, the door motors would
not work, but after a couple of ignition cycles they went back to normal. Thanks for providing
such great value. After a couple of attempts, I was able to reset and clear out the abs and
traction light. Thanks once again Rob. Thank you for publishing these instructions. Just a
heads up to future readers. The ABS light would go off the first time as the instructions describe
but would not come back on. However, I kept trying. I do think, because I was becoming more
familiar with the instructions, that I was releasing the brake pedal quicker after the ABS light
went off on the last try so perhaps that made a difference. Shawn, thanks for describing your
experience and letting us know you finally got it to workâ€¦. Thanks for the big help. Thank you
Guys! Herman, thanks for the details of your experience! Appreciate your comment! This is
miraculous! Had this problem today after getting my battery replaced. I knew it would cause
problems, so I went out in the rain tonight to fix it. Thank you SO much for this awesome
information. Sorry, I lost your message. Should not affect the engine as far as I know, perhaps
you have some other or an additional issue of some kind. Aaron, sorry your message got lost,
are you still having problems seeing the photos? I thought I fixed that issueâ€¦. Today is Jan.
Has anyone tried this on a Honda Odyssey Touring Elite. Lights are on for us after we had to
jump our battery. Read in another thread that someone blew fuses trying this method on a 4th
Gen Odyssey. Mine is a and it worked fine. Only way I can think of blowing a fuse is if you short
the wrong pins on the OBD connector. You have no idea how satisfying it is to get a comment
like this from you and so many others. So glad it helped. Pay it forwardâ€¦ Cheers, Rob. I
followed your steps and it worked perfectly! Released the brake quickly. Saved me a trip back to
the dealer! I was leaving a doctors app. Dead battery. ABS, slippery, and brake. I followed your
directions and got er on the first try. Rob for passing along your handy information! Take care,
Randy. So glad the fix worked for both of you! Absolutley loving it that they have been reset
without a visit to a Honda main dealer. Thanks a million Rob not only you save me money but
time and aggravation. God bless you Thanks again. Rob, spot on! This was exactly the solution
I was looking for. Thank you, I appreciate you sharing this very helpful information. Need help
attempted this procedure and apparently has completely messed something up after doing the
pin in the OBD my brake pedal has no vacuum to it my van will not start and I cannot get it to
shift out of park. What have I done what do I need to do to fix this I have too many kids to not
have my van. Caryn, sorry but it sounds like you need to visit a repair shop, the problem
appears to be more involved than just a simple glitch. Keep in mind this procedure is to clear a
harmless but annoying glitch that can occur from time to time. If you have an actual legitimate
fault or failure it will not help and you will need to visit a repair shop. The procedure only
worked temporary for me. It clears all the lights but they come right back on as soon as you pull
off. I have already changed the sensor. But I had changed the hub barrings because they were
bad. Kevin, thanks for the report. Good for others to take note that the posted procedure will
reset the issue if caused by a random glitch, but an actual mechanical or electrical failure will
require that the problem be repaired. Pete, sorry to hear that. The procedure will fix the problem
if it is just a random glitch, but you may very well have an actual mechanical or electrical failure.
This procedure with pin 4 and 9 and light braking worked quickly, thanks. Practiced once, got

on 2nd try. Does anyone know which fuse s I burned out on my Honda Pilot? I hope you got it
goingâ€¦. A little additional information on my pin 5 to 16 faux pas, the engine appears not to
run due to the system not being able to recognize the ignition key. It activates the imobelizer
and can will not start until fuse is replaced. Any other suggestions? Question before I have my
hisband try this, my lights came on after I was sitting in bumper to bumper traffice for an hour,
accelaroration went to heck. Made it home and when I turned on Van light was aoff but came
back on a few miles down the ran. Do you think this is the same as the issue you addressed.
Hmmmm, sounds like something more serious may be at play. Battery changed but those said
lights remain on. Did not have any tire pressure issues prior to low voltage battery but will go to
shop to make sure tire pressures are all intact. It worked great on the third time. The trick
seemed to be moving quick on and off the brake. Really appreciate the work you did on this
Rob! Thanks for taking the time to post! Recently had front and back breaks put on my Honda
Accord. Also the Brake light comes on and goes off after I stop. Everything worked fine before I
put breaks on the car. What do you think could be wrong? I think I would go right back to the
shop that did you brakes and let them resolve it. If the brake light comes on that could mean low
fluid in the brake system â€”?? Be careful and good luck! Hello Sir, Your instructions were
crystal clear and perfect. My car never moved, so these problems should not have been there so
was sure, it is just a computer glitch. Just followed the instructions as mentioned and in the
second trial, the lights had gone. Just for information, my car is Honda Accord 2. Thanks for the
feedback, good to know this works on at least some Honda products outside the US market.
Took it to honda and it was the left front wheel speed sensor that needed replacing. That one
sensor feeds information to all these systems. Your solution worked for me! Took three tries for
me get sequence right â€” then success. Another successful reset. Although, after the double
blink, the light did come back on for a second, then went off and stayed off. Tested starting up
the car it it stayed off. Love free fixes! Is it possible to destroy my computer bord? Pin 4 and pin
5 are both ground conductors so that error would not hurt anythung. Is your battery dead? I
followed the procedure many times. When i short the pins i get tpms sign blinking also b â€” 51
code blinking. Pls help. Khaled, seems like you have a more serious situation. Unfortunately
you are probably going to need professional help. Many have reported that they found it
necessary to release the brake very quickly after the light comes on in step 4 and 6. Sorry, I
have no idea about the tripmeter message. I just messed first step , did short on pin 5 and 13,
now having multiple failures , cabin lights , display, door locks, and some gauges. Pin 5 is
ground. You may want to try disconnecting the battery for a few minutes and hope that does a
reset. Thank you!!! It worked on my Ody after my battery discharged. Had to try three times bit it
worked! This occurred after I changed the hub bearing and the CV axle on the right front of my
Odyssey. I had to drill out the ABS speed sensor, but I did this with the spindle hub still on the
car and the CV axle in place as well. I did drill a small indent into the bearing race along side the
knuckle area. Found some plastic still attached to the knuckle inside between the speed sensor
and bearing. Cleaned that all out but had to remove the speed sensor and reclean and drill the
holes out better. While putting it all back together, I cracked the housing of the speed sensor
but the wires were still intact. So I figured what the hell. I placed back together with it being
cracked cause I special ordered it from a after market auto parts store. Every time I worked on
the Odyssey, I did disconnect the negative cable. After finding that the lights were still on, I
special order another ABS speed sensor from the dealership and installed the sensor but lights
are still on.. Just saw your article and looking forward to trying your solution tomorrow and pray
it works. Wow Rob you are genius. Not sure how you figured this out. Worked first time. I had
quite a scare when this happened as I had my family in the van and could not open the sliding
doors. Just by chance I shut the engine and removed the key that helped open the sliding
doors. What a relief it was not a major problem. Thanks Samir, glad it worked our for you.
Maybe I just did a pretty good job of documenting it. Thanks it worked for me on Honda
Odyssey XL lights went on after original battery failed and it was replaced in Honda Dealer. I
noticed lights an my way home from dealership. What is important during the procedure is
released the break pedal immediately after the ABS light goes off. Hello Rob, My Honda accord
of hat the problem after standing still for 2 weeks. The battery is 2 years old and he started
quickly, so I am pretty sure that it was not the battery. After your trick everything is back to
normal. Thumbs up! With me it worked after I release the brake the 3rd time. Indeed, it seems
that it is important to quickly release the brake after the ABS light goes out. I saw that the
display also shows a DTC code if the bridging of pins 4 and 9 is in the connector. This should
say something about the rain sensor for the windscreen wiper. Thank you for this great
solution. Regards, Jan. The power of the internet. Thank you so much. Fixed my car. You are
awesome!! Thanks for sharing your knowledge. I read somewhere to do a drive cycle which
some of you may have to do after this procedure. Glad I found your post. Saw your post and

decided to give it a shot. Lights went off and have driven several times and so far have stayed
off. Did this just tonight on our Odyssey EX-L. Thought I had maybe blown the ABS module
during the jump-start. The sliding doors were acting weird too not wanting to open and it turns
out that was tied to the ABS glitch. This reset procedure seems to have fixed both problems.
Thanks for posting this! Hello Robâ€¦My battery went dead after not driving for several months.
Any suggestions are greatly appreciated. My issue was a jump gone bad with reversed
polarityâ€¦â€¦â€¦. Check your fuses first. There are fuses, at least in my accord in 3 different
locations and there are several for the components you list. They are primarily under the hood
in my car. I didnt suffer any fuse damage that I have found so far. Rob, thank you for publishing
this on the website you sure help a lot of people like me. Own an odyssey touring and one
morning I could not get my car started. We followed your trouble shooting instruction and to
our amazement it work like wonders. Again thank you for your help. God bless you alwaysâ€¦.
No beeping or attempts to open or close them. They still work manually. Wrestled with this
some more and thought about it a lot. The punchline is: My mechanic was able to help me get
this working again. And it was the fuses. Two of them! Basically, when I did the short, I
managed to blow not one but two fuses. But the door locks worked fine, so they had to do with
the motor for the doors and rear lift gate. I removed the paperclip I was using, and had to
reinsert it a few times before finally getting it to work again. In talking to my mechanic, who I
definitely trust, he was really clear that this could have been a LOT worse. I would imagine other
trustworthy mechanics that people who have relationships with may do the same, or for a very
small fee. That said, I do appreciate this advice and post, and am glad to have tried it out. And it
almost worked, no problem! I think if someone is completely rock solid they are in the right
holes and have the brake-depressing down, then go for it. Read, re-read, read a third time, found
a paper clip in the back of my desk drawer, and headed out to the car with a flashlight. First
attempt, it worked. Lights went out. Disconnected the jumper and put it in the pull-out drawer
above the cool box , Ignition off. Started car, no lights, sliding doors worked as before. Battery
has not gone dead since it was replaced. Rob, thanks for reporting your experience! Agree,
keep an eye on the battery, clean the terminals, etc. Good luck. I am so thankful that I found
your writings here. That really worked for my honda odyssey k miles. You released the stress
from those lights on not only save money. Thank you ao much. God bless you. Rob, Both
indicators stayed on right after I changed a new battery. Wow, thank you Rob, I am so happy,
your article is so detailed and the solution was also so simple. This year I also had this problem
and the indicated procedure worked for me but the error came back fairly quickly and kept
coming back in higher and higher frequency until the lights no longer went out. Installed a new
battery and changing the brake oil did not help. Eventually the ABS pump turned out to be
defective. After a revision of the pump Euro the problem is completely gone. The procedure had
to be carried out one more time to get the lights out. Then I also felt a difference in the brake
pedal. The pressure in the brake pedal changed during the procedure. I had never felt this
before. Fortunately, the Christmas tree is now out on my dashboard. Greetings, Jan. Jan, thank
you for your report! Just had to replace the alternator on our Honda Odyssey that had caused
the battery to completely drain. Once replaced and the battery recharged the abs and vsa
indicators would not turn off. Used your procedure using quick brake pedal releases and lights
turned and have remained off first time. I just fixed the same problem with my Honda Odyssey
after jump-started my car. You are such a genius. Thank you very much! Hi my abs light stays
on after i do the procedure and the abs light blinks two times. Does it mean abs has a big issue
or fuse problem? The abs fuse under the hood is fine. I did the procedure on accord. The ABS
light blinks two times but it stays on. I tried many time Does this mean its a serious problem or
a fuse?? I checked the abs fuse under the hood, its ok. Rob you are awesome. This worked on
my Honda Odyssey. Thanks for helping me save a few bucks. Going to drive it a few drive
cycles to be sure, but the proverbial light came on when you mentioned low battery, which we
replaced a few months ago. I was messing around at the fuse panel and noticed a missing fuse
which I replaced only to be nailed with the tdcs. Very astute observation and remedy. I am a
mechanic of 30 years , but you saved me potentially spending way too much time messing with
it. I have a question hopefully you can answer it. I tried the reset procedure and when I turn the
key to acc while holding the brake, the abs comes on once and I let go but does not come on a
second time to hold the brake pedal down. Try a few more times, as many have reported the
timing is very critical. VSA light has come on. Would the OBD connector pin be the same as i
have tried it a few times?? We were too focused on the sliding doors and reset some fuse until
we saw your blog. Fixing the ABS lights fixed everything. I hope this helps I just replaced my
alternator and this happened. I am gonna try this and see if is works tomorrow. I already took
screen shots of the steps. You may have saved me another trip to the dealership next week.
Please help, i was driving my car honda civic and dash board was indicating VSA light and then

car was not moving. Sametime enginelight wss indicating. I did resart the car and VSA indicator
was disappeared. But engine light indicator remains? Sorry, I am not a mechanic. I have a
honda civic EX, my VSA, abs and power staring light come on after changing front wheel baring,
does this fusing 4 to 9 obd work on my car too? Perhaps the ABS sensor was disturbed or
broken? I was able to fix the doors, but not the warning light. I scoured the net and found this
blog. It works on a push-start Honda! After scouring the web, I found this site. After two tries,
problem solved. I followed the direction you posted, pressed the push start, stepped on the
brake pedal, after the ABS warning light flashed and disappeared, my Odyssey is back to
normal. This worked great on my Honda Odyssey! If you are even in Saskatoon swing by my
place. I owe you one! My car is Honda Odyssey too. And both sliding door also did not work
during engine running. But I fixed all after reading your report. This simple trick solved the
same problem on my Odyssey caused by a drained battery. Mine is a CRV the lights stayed on
after the shocks where replaced, the one shock has a level sensor, mine was faulty I had to pay
the full price at Honda for the repair, they canceled the diagnostic charge at least. Hey Rob
thanks for the advice it worked perfectly so far!! This problem occurred on my Ridgeline. Hi, this
procedure is to reset a glitch with the VSA and ABS lights that happens sometimes, especially
when the battery gets low or goes dead. It sounds like you may have some other issue which
could be an actual hardware failure. If the issue is not corrected by trying the procedure
described in the post you should talk to a Honda service center. Sorry, I am not a mechanic, I
just had the glitch happen on my own Honda and shared the procedure to reset it. The article
was written clearly with great photos. No detail left out, and no fluff. Worked like a charm.
Thanks for posting this. Thanks Rob. Honda Accord with Push-Button start. Same procedure
with a keyless system. Is this a concern? I did what you suggested however car attempted to
start but did not, so I continue with original instructions anyways, at the end the ABS light
flashes three times and remains on. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. From There To Hereâ€¦. Facebook Twitter Email Print. Turn the
Ignition switch OFF and take the key out. Like this: Like Loading Works fo my honda accord
,you are the best thanks Loading Awesome, thanks for the update! Are they causes of gearbox
damaged? Sorry no, but if you figure it out please report your findings! I have same issues but
push button start. Any help? Got the same problem need help Loading Wow, scary, glad you are
OK! And happy to hear the procedure worked for you. It worked for me also. Thanks for the help
Loading Thanks for letting us know! Glad it saved you a few. Pay it forward and make a
donation to a needy organizationâ€¦ Loading Nigel, British Columbia Loading Glad to have
helped! Good info, thanks. I was not going to try a 4th time, so got lucky Loading John, thanks
for your report and so glad you got it to work! Thank you Loading Love it! Your solution worked.
Thanks for the sharing Loading Awesome, thanks for the comment! Let me know if it works ok
nowâ€¦ Loading Google, and no it is still not showing. Thanks for trying. Sent you an email with
the imagesâ€¦ Loading Can you send me the pictures as well? Sendingâ€¦ Loading Great Tom,
happy to hear it worked for you! Ty rob I fix it fuse blown out tyvm Loading Andrew, glad it
worked out for you, thanks for the update! Shawn, thanks for describing your experience and
letting us know you finally got it to workâ€¦ Loading It took three times in my Great write up,
thank you. Awesome, thanks for letting us know! Glad to hear it worked for you! Thanks so
much. I thought I fixed that issueâ€¦ Loading Thank you so much worked on my honda crv ex
after 4 attempt Loading Allan thanks for reporting your success with the ABS light fix on your
Honda! Do you think will work on Acura TSX ? Glad it worked for you, thanks for sharing! Pay it
forwardâ€¦ Cheers, Rob Loading I just did it on my Odyssey EX-L today and it worked perfectly.
Kevin, awesome, glad it worked out!! This is magic. Take care, Randy Loading Fantastic, glad to
help! Thanks for reporting your successful results! Frederick, awesome, thanks for reporting
your success! Anyone try this on a later model? I have a Loading Let us know if it worksâ€¦
Loading Fantastic I have honda accord 06 at the first try this work thank you Rob for the tip
Loading Thanks for letting us know of your success! What have I done what do I need to do to
fix this I have too many kids to not have my van Loading Thanks for the feedback! Worked like a
champ the first time. Thanks for the report, glad it worked for you! I just did the reset on my
Honda odyssey. It worked on my second try. Sergio, glad to hear it, thanks for the info! Vincent,
Glad it worked for you and thanks for the comment! I hope you got it goingâ€¦ Loading Mark, did
you ever resolve this? Sorry, no you probably need to get professional help. Got it fixed using
your method. Thank you so much! Thanks for the update! Do you think this is the same as the
issue you addressed Loading Evelyn, Glad it helped! Thank you for reporting your
experienceâ€¦ Loading JC, glad to hear it worked for you and thanks for reporting your results!
This worked for me! Wow thanks Rob. I feel so independent! Awesome instructions. Thanks for
the report Vaness, glad it worked for you! Thanks Man! That one sensor feeds information to all
these systems Loading Thanks for the success report! Awesome, glad it eventually worked and

thanks for sharing your experience. This worked for my Pilot after the battery died and I
replaced it. Thanks for sharing Loading Great, thanks for the report! Will this work for a honda
crosstour??? I just messed first step , did short on pin 5 and 13, now having multiple failures ,
cabin lights , display, door locks, and some gauges Loading Thanks for the report! Thanks it
worked for my odyssey. I want to thank you again. You are the savior. Glad it worked for you,
thanks for the report! Maybe another reader can adviseâ€¦ Loading Glad it all worked out!
Thanks for your update. Mark, thanks for posting your experience and glad you got it to work
for you. Sorry no, I am not a mechanic. Worked for me Loading Regards, Jan Loading Thanks
for the detailed info! You are welcome! Sorry, you may have an actual mechanical failure.
Interesting, thanks for the info! Glad I found your blog. Worked for me! Worked on 2nd try on
my Accord Coupe. Thanks, Rob, you rock!! Great, thanks for posting your experience! Is this
work in honda accord? You are the best, thank you! Clancyalu, sorry I am not very
knowledgable of the more serious manifestations of this issue. Thank you!! Awesome, glad it
solved your problem! But definitely be completely sure you are in the right holes! Thank you for
posting this procedure! It was very well written. Glad it worked for you, thanks for the comment!
Paul, greay, glad it worked for you! Greetings, Jan Loading Glad to hear it worked for you
Kenny! The abs fuse under the hood is fine Loading Hi, pleas help! I checked the abs fuse under
the hood, its ok Loading Great infoâ€¦. Glad it worked, thanks for the report! Thanks for helping
me save a few bucks Loading Fantastic, thanks for letting me know! Great info! Cheers Loading
Awesome, glad to hear it worked for you! Is it applicable to Toyota cars Load
ford excursion limited
1996 e150 conversion van
suzuki grand vitara parts manual
ing Highly unlikely, the procedure is probably specific to Honda. Hi Thank you it worked to my
Honda Civic coupe. Godbless Loading Thanks for letting us about your success! It worked on
my Odyssey. Great article, really helped me to fix this issue quickly and precisely as mentioned.
Awesome, thanks for the feedback! Sorry, no idea. Thanks for reporting your experience! Glad it
worked for you! Rob Loading Sounds good, might just do that! Thank you so much your
information. Have a safe journey! You are a life saver!! Thank you so much Loading Thanks for
posting your experience! Hey Rob thanks for the advice it worked perfectly!! I had the problem
with my Ridgeline. My Honda accord abs and handbrake light is on. Please help!!! Thanks for
this article you are a Dealer saver!! Just finished my Wife is happy. Appreciate the knowledge
and sharing. Happy wife, happy life! Glad it helped! Very cool, thanks for the report! Leave a
Reply Cancel reply. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

